
Coming back to nature:
Getting back to Earth and 

re-connecting with the planet



ii'm Ceryn, and if you're a listener of the Divine Feminist podcast then you will
already be familiar with me and at least some of the work I do. But just in case
that's not the case, let me introduce myself...

I'm Ceryn, I'm a Therapist, Coach, Writer, host of the Divine Feminist and - from
May 2021 - will also be chief space holder for the Divine Feminist community, a
position I both take seriously and am super excited about. 

The Divine Feminist began life as a spark back in 2015, when a journey to
reconnect with my body and its cyclical flows rather than linear demands led
me to a realisation that the imbalances and in our world went so much deeper
than the social and political struggles we were aware of and included so much
more of an energetic imbalance. 

It's an imbalance that sees us focus on doing so much more than being, on
success so much more than fulfilment, on competition over community and on
a power over rather than a power within. 

In short, it's an imbalance that is keeping us small and one I talk about
overcoming through the Divine Feminist podcast, aimed at helping us all to re-
connect with ourselves and a place of our own wholeness and sacred balance. 

But that isn't always easy; particularly not when we're trying to do it alone.
Which is where the community comes into play. 

It offers a safe space for that work of reconnection; a safe space in which we can
hold and be held by one another as we deepen the journey inwards, unpack
the conditioning and limitation this imbalanced world has placed upon us and
find a way to break out of those limitations into our own wholeness. 

From there we work together - in community - to understand more about what
that means for our lives, and maybe even for the wider world around us.

Through the coming pages you'll find a sample of the kind of offerings you can
expect to see in the Divine Feminist community, launching in May/June 2021.

So read on... and if there's anything missing here that you would like to see then
please get in touch! I'd love to hear your thoughts. 

Well hello!

Love, Ceryn x



Journal prompts
One of my favourite tools for self-reconnection is journalling, and
that's something I love to encourage with clients too.

With that in mind, the following journal prompts aim to help deepen
your journey to connect with mature and this wonderful planet we call
home. 

Think about the area where you live; what is
your connection to it?
If the natural landscape around you could tell
you a story, what would that be?
Head outdoors with your journal and write
about what you see and feel - try free writing
here and see where you are led.

Air
Fire
Water
Earth
Soul

the elements are considered to be the building
blocks of our natural world. Consider and
journal upon each of the following and your
relationships to them:

For extra insight, try this before you try the
elemental connection meditation, and then
journal on those relationships again afterwards.

How does it feel to consider yourself part of
the natural ecosystem of things?
If you see yourself as being part of the
planet rather than existing on or with her,
would that change your feelings and actions
relating to nature? If so, how?
What would it mean to you to be a steward
of the Earth?



Meditations and audio
Not everyone learns and connects in the same way, which is why
other ways of turning inwards are so damned important. 

This page includes links to the meditations and audio materials
designed to support the journey with your own creative power.

The question that starts every episode of the Divine
Feminist, and one upon which the foundations of our
community will be built. This month's short
meditation to connect with your own answer can be
found on the link below:

How are you really meditation via SoundCloud

This month's second and third meditations will help you
deepen your connection with out planet even further;
first with a short and simple exercise to root into the
centre of Mother Earth, and then with a journey to call in
the natural elements. Access them via SoundCloud on
the links below:

Rooting into Mother Earth meditation

Connecting with the elements meditation

Connecting more deeply with Earth

Earth my Body by Maggie Clifford 
Big Yellow Taxi by Joni Mitchell
Blowin' in the Wind by Bob Dylan
Fields of Gold by Sting
The Seed by Aurora

Also, check out this playlist of the music of plants on
YouTube. Literally music composed from the energetic
pulses of plants.

new for this month's preview, check out the first ever Divine Feminist story time
- a feature that will one day grow into our monthly book club... eek!

Elen of the Ways from Sharon Blackie's If Women Rose Rooted

Storytime

https://soundcloud.com/user-348137679/how-are-you-really-may-2021?in=user-348137679/sets/divine-feminist-community-preview-connecting-with-the-earth
https://soundcloud.com/user-348137679/mother-earth-meditation?in=user-348137679/sets/divine-feminist-community-preview-connecting-with-the-earth
https://soundcloud.com/user-348137679/connection-with-the-elements?in=user-348137679/sets/divine-feminist-community-preview-connecting-with-the-earth
https://open.spotify.com/track/0TPeHW12ObJLrhwWwgpRwt?si=30817df2cbaf4222
https://open.spotify.com/track/6UkMcAA19lTdjs22jtB7o2?si=b1f7dccdb6604898
https://open.spotify.com/track/18GiV1BaXzPVYpp9rmOg0E?si=9af1b6096306468d
https://open.spotify.com/track/0I1DJdLt9BKOb7GWmWxCjo?si=696e30efedf14331
https://open.spotify.com/track/16tvIGzCNfRLVbm8G39DDo?si=7087d0a204a34181
https://youtu.be/_8zimGEoIzs
https://youtu.be/OC9xVG7xviI


one of the most powerful things we can do for our
relationship with Earth is to tend her in the best way
we know how. 
Maybe you have a patch of land that you can plant,
weed and tend to in that way, in which case immerse
yourself in this for a while. 
If not though never fear; get involved with some local
litter picking as a means of reconnecting Earth with
her own beauty or, as a man likes to do in the woods
where Kali and I walk regularly, head out into nature
and sing, dance or read stories aloud to share that
creative beauty and nurturing with the Earth.

Some activities to take this further
When it comes to connecting with nature, one of the biggest keys
getting out into the world and recognising ourselves as part of nature. 

What  you choose to do will differ from person to person, but here are
some suggestions: 

Once again, I invite you to head outdoors
somewhere safe and lose yourself in the beauty
of nature.
Pay attention to what you see, hear, smell and
even taste; take the time to (safely) touch plants
and surfaces around you and notice how they
feel against your skin. 
What feels comfortable and what doesn;t? What
do you notice from the natural world that you
didn't expect?

A mindful walk

Again this one needs to be done somewhere
safe, and ideally warm and dry too. But take
yourself outdoors and sit or lie on the Earth for at
least five minutes. 
As you do that imagine yourself rooting into the 
 ground beneath you and simply breathe deeply,
allowing the world to hold you.

Tend the Earth



In these pages you've seen a taster of what you can expect from the
Divine Feminist community, but the truth is that this is just the start.

From the community's inception in Summer 2021 we'll be offering
three membership packages, each including a variety of offerings and
opportunities for online connection.

For a full list of the planned benefits so far, head to:
www.divinefeminist.com/community.

But remember, this is only the beginning... The Divine Feminist
community is an evolving space for self connection. As the
community grows and our Divine Feminist offerings increase, we will
be hoping to add more to support members on their way. 

Once you're on the website, be sure to sign up for our newsletter so
you can stay up to date with all of the latest news and information
from the Divine Feminist.

I'm so excited about this next step of our Divine Feminist journey and
look forward to seeing you in the community soon. 

Until then though, take care.

What else can I expect?
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Love, Ceryn x

http://www.divinefeminist.com/community

